A fourth order finite difference method is presented for the 2D unsteady viscous incompressible Boussinesq equations in vorticity-stream function formulation. The method is especially suitable for moderate to large Reynolds number flows. The momentum equation is discretized by a compact fourth order scheme with the no-slip boundary condition enforced using a local vorticity boundary condition. Fourth order long-stencil discretizations are used for the temperature transport equation with one-sided extrapolation applied near the boundary. The time stepping scheme for both equations is classical fourth order Runge-Kutta. The method is highly efficient. The main computation consists of the solution of two Poisson-like equations at each Runge-Kutta time stage for which standard FFT based fast Poisson solvers are used. An example of Lorenz flow is presented, in which the full fourth order accuracy is checked. The numerical simulation of a strong shear flow induced by a temperature jump, is resolved by two perfectly matching resolutions. Additionally, we present benchmark quality simulations of a differentially-heated cavity problem. This flow was the focus of a special session at the first MIT conference on Computational Fluid and Solid Mechanics in June 2001.
INTRODUCTION
The dimensionless form of the Boussinesq approximation for the 2D incompressible Navier-Stokes equations on a domain W is given by
" t u+(u · N) u+Np= 1 Re
Du+Ri · h · 1 0 1 2 , N · u=0, (1.1) where u=(u, v) t is the velocity, p the pressure, h the temperature, and Re the Reynolds number. Pr is the Prandtl number, the ratio of the kinematic viscosity to the heat conductivity. The Richardson number Ri accounts for the gravitational force and the thermal expansion of the fluid. One may introduce other physically relevant dimensionless quantities, such as the Rayleigh number Ra=Ri · Re 2 ·Pr, and the Grashof number Gr=Ra/Pr= Ri · Re 2 . For brevity of presentation we denote n=1/Re and o=1/(Re · Pr). We consider the simplest boundary conditions for u, the no-penetration, no-slip conditions u| C =0. For the temperature h we can impose either the Dirichlet boundary condition
2)
where h b is a given temperature distribution on the boundary C of W,o ra Neumann boundary condition "h "n :
3)
where h f is a given heat flux. For example, h f =0 corresponds to an adiabatic boundary condition. In 2D the vorticity formulation of (1.1) is computationally advantageous for it eliminates the pressure variable and automatically enforces incompressibility. Introducing the vorticity w=N × u and the stream function k, (1.1) is equivalent tǫ " t h+(u · N) h=oDh, " t w+(u · N) w=nDw+Ri " x h, Dk=w, u=−" y k,v = " x k. (1.4) For a simply-connected domain, the case considered here, the no penetration, no-slip boundary conditions u| C =0 are recast in terms of k as k=0, "k "n =0.
(1.5)
The boundary conditions (1.5) for the stream function have been extensively studied in the context of numerical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations, cf. [9, 14, 8, 15, 10] . Most noteworthy of the previous work in the numerical simulation of incompressible Boussinesq equations (1.4) can be found in [1, 10, 6] . In this paper a fourth order numerical method based on the vorticity formulation (1.2)-(1.5) is presented. A compact discretization, proposed by E and Liu [5] for the 2D Navier-Stokes equations (NSE), is used to solve the momentum equation in (1.4) , with the gravity term treated explicitly in time. A compact approach provides high order accuracy while avoiding extrapolation in order to prescribe ''ghost'' computational grid points for the vorticity along the boundary. This is important for large Reynolds number flows where, in general, the viscous boundary layer is highly singular. Moreover, a detailed stability and convergence analysis of the fourth order compact approach [21, 22] shows it to introduce less numerical dissipation than standard high order centered difference schemes. In contrast, a compact approach is not indicated for the temperature transport equation. Indeed, the prescribed boundary condition for temperature, (1.2) or (1.3) , allows the solution of the temperature equation to fourth order using long-stencil approximations. This avoids the computational cost of solving a Poisson-like equation involving an auxiliary temperature variable required of a compact approach. This necessitates temperature data at ''ghost'' points outside of the computational domain, which is prescribed using one-sided extrapolation. The number of interior points in these formulas is reduced by applying information obtained from the temperature equation at the boundary. Similar ideas can be found in [9] . We note that this approach for the temperature transport equation can be applied to any type of passive scalar equation. The stability of the high order long-stencil approximation with one-sided extrapolation is demonstrated numerically in Secs. 3 and 4, and theoretically in a forthcoming article [23] .
The time discretization scheme for both the momentum and temperature equations is classical fourth order Runge-Kutta (RK4). In conjunction with the fourth order spatial discretization, the resulting multi-stage explicit time stepping procedure is simple to implement and highly efficient. The main computation is the solution of two Poisson-like equations per stage, which are solved using FFT based schemes. Additionally, the choice of RK4 avoids stability restrictions in the form of cell-Reynolds number constraints. The numerical scheme, including the implementation of the timestepping procedure, is described in Sec. 2.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 3 a well known model of Rayleigh-Bénard type convection is used to verify the accuracy of our numerical scheme. The stream function and temperature in the 2D flow are represented by three parameters with the help of single and double mode analyses. The evolution of these parameters is described by a nonlinear system of ODEs, the Lorenz system. An accuracy check is carried out for our computational method applied to the Boussinesq equations (with a single source term) based on the Lorenz system, demonstrating fourth order accuracy of the method.
In Sec. 4.1 we demonstrate the robustness of our numerical method by simulating an example of strong shear flow induced by a temperature jump, with ratio 1.5:1, in an insulated box. (Similar experimental work on stratified shear flow has been carried out by Thorpe [18, 19] ). The resulting roll-up structure, triggered by a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the vortex sheet, is completely resolved. The accuracy of our computation is verified by the excellent agreement between the two grid resolutions, 2049 × 257 and 4097 × 513.
As further evidence of the accuracy and efficiency of our method we present in Sec. 4.2 benchmark quality simulations for a differentiallyheated cavity problem. The computation of this flow was the focus of a special session at the first MIT conference on Computational Fluid and Solid Mechanics in June 2001. Submissions to the session included simulations computed using finite difference, finite element, finite volume, and spectral methods. The reference benchmark simulation was computed using a spectral code [20] , which was used to rank the submissions to the special session. In all there were six composite metrics on which submissions were judged. The simulation computed by our method received three first place rankings and one second place ranking. In particular, with respect to numerical accuracy and efficiency our method performed extremely well.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SCHEME
For simplicity of presentation the computational domain is taken as W=[0, 1] × [0, 1] with grid size Dx=Dy=h. The boundary C is composed of C x : {y=0, 1} and C y : {x=0, 1}. The numerical grid is denoted by W h ={x i =i/N, y j =j/N, i, j=0, 1,..., N}. The spatial discretizations for (1.4) are first outlined, with the complete time stepping of the system (1.4) described in Sec. 2.5.
Temperature Transport Equation
The temperature transport equation is treated as a standard convection-diffusion equation. It is discretized using fourth order long-stencil difference operators, which requires temperature values to be defined at ''ghost'' grid points outside of the computational domain. They are prescribed using one-sided extrapolation. To reduce the number of interior points required in the extrapolation, for both computational convenience and better stability, we apply information obtained from the temperature equation on the boundary. Similar ideas can be found in [9] .
To begin, standard fourth order centered long-stencil approximations of " x and " y are given by, respectively,
where D 2 x and D 2 x are standard second order centered difference approximations to " x and " 2 x , respectively. To approximate D in the diffusion term, note that
2)
where D h =D 2 x +D 2 y . The temperature equation is then discretized using " t h+uD 2
Temperature at Ghost Point(s)
Determination of h at ''ghost'' points is needed at each boundary to implement (2.3), one point in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions (1.2) and two points in the case of the Neumann boundary condition (1.3). Improved stability generally results by using as few interior points, for a given order approximation, as possible in the one-sided stencils. For brevity of the presentation we concentrate on the boundary section C x where j=0.
Dirichlet Boundary Condition for Temperature
In the case of a Dirichlet boundary condition (1.2) for the temperature, h i, 0 is given on the boundary by h b (x i ,0). The temperature in (2.3) is then updated at interior points (x i ,y j ), 1 [ i, j [ N−1, requiring the prescription of the ''ghost'' value h i, −1 due to the stencil of the discretization (2.3). Local Taylor expansion near the boundary gives
To apply (2.4) the term " 2 y h for j=0 is prescribed by considering the temperature transport equation at the boundary:
The first equality follows from the convection term being identically zero along C due to the boundary condition u| C =0, and we have
where the right hand side is a known since h=h b is given on C. Substituting (2.6) into (2.4), we have
7)
Analogous derivations apply on the other three boundary sections. It can be shown that this formula gives full fourth order accuracy. See the results in Table I .
Remark 2.1. In (2.4) we used a fourth order one-sided approximation for the temperature near the boundary. In fact, a fifth order Taylor expansion near the boundary can also be used, which gives
The derivation of " 2 y h i, 0 on C x , (2.5) and (2.6), is unchanged. The combination of (2.8) and (2.6) results in
which is a O(h 5 ) formula analogous to (2.7). Our computation shows that both (2.7) and (2.9) provide stability and full accuracy, as explained in Sec. 3. Since the formula (2.7) requires only one interior point, we suggest using (2.7) in practical computation for convenience. However, for technical considerations [23] in the stability analysis of the overall scheme, the fifth order approximation is preferred.
Neumann Boundary Condition for Temperature
In the case of the Neumann boundary condition (1.3) the temperature on the boundary is not known explicitly, only its normal derivative. Thus, (2.3) is applied at every computational point (x i ,y j ), 0 [ i, j [ N requiring us to determine two ''ghost'' point values, h i, −1 and h i, −2 , to carry out (2.3). As in the Dirichlet case above we begin by deriving one-sided approximations. Local Taylor expansion near the boundary gives
and
The term " y h i, 0 in (2.10) and (2.11) is known from the flux boundary condition (1.3). It remains to determine " 3 y h i, 0 , for which we use information from the PDE and its derivatives. Applying " y to the temperature equation
The first term on the left-hand side as well as the first term on the righthand side of (2.12) are known functions, h ft and h fxx , respectively. The third and fifth terms on the left-hand side are zero since u| C =0. The fourth term on the left-hand side is also zero because of the no-slip boundary condition and incompressibility, i.e., v y =−u x =0 on C x . It remains to determine the second term on the left-hand side.
Since
is updated at all grid points, including the boundary points, h x on C x can be calculated by the standard fourth order long-stencil formula (2.1). Combining all these arguments and substituting them back into (2.12), " 3 y h is approximated along C x by
Plugging (2.13) back into (2.10) and (2.11), we have
In the no-flux (or fixed-flux) case we have h ft =h fxx =0, and the formulae reduce to
(2.17)
Analogous formulas follow for the remaining three boundaries. The above one-sided approximations of the temperature near the boundary is can be shown to be stable, the analysis of which will appear in a forthcoming article [23] .
Momentum Equation
The momentum equation in (1.4) is discretized using the Essentially Compact Fourth Order Scheme (EC4) approach proposed by E and Liu in [5] . By the introduction of an auxiliary vorticity variable the momentum equation is updated by a compact scheme. The kinematic equation between stream function and vorticity is also discretized by fourth-order compact differencing, giving rise to a discrete Poisson-like equation for the stream function. This is solved using the Dirichlet no-penetration boundary condition k| C =0. The no-slip boundary condition "k "n | C =0, along with a onesided approximation of w=Dk, is converted into a local vorticity boundary condition such as Briley's formula or a new fourth order vorticity boundary formula proposed in [22] . The vorticity field is then recovered by solving a Poisson-like equation. Moreover, the main difference between the momentum equation in Boussinesq equations and the usual fluid equations is the addition of the gravity term, which is also treated with a fourth order discretization and explicitly in the time stepping procedure.
The starting point of the scheme is a fourth order compact discretization of the Laplacian operator D given by 
Applying the same procedure to the kinematic equation leads to
(2.20)
Incompressibility implies that N ·(uw)=(u · Nw), and the nonlinear convection is estimated as
The first and the second terms in (2.21) are compact. The third term is not, but this does not cause any difficulties computationally since the boundary condition u| C =0 implies that uD 2 x w+vD 2 y w can be taken as 0 on C. The gravity term is dealt with similarly, and a formal Taylor expansion gives
Note that the third term requires ''ghost'' point values for h, whose prescription was discussed in the last subsection. Then introducing the auxiliary variable w defined by
and combining (2.19)-(2.22), the momentum equation is discretized by
The stream function is recovered to fourth order given w by solving (2.20) with the Dirichlet boundary condition k| C =0. The velocity u=N 2 k =(−" y k, " x k) is recovered using (2.1), long-stencil approximations to " x and " y , respectively,
along with the enforcement of u| C =0. However, note that (2.25) requires value of k at one ''ghost'' point to compute a derivative normal to a given boundary at the first interior point, e.g., u with j=1 along C x . This prescription is discussed in the next subsection in conjunction with the derivation of a local vorticity boundary condition for w required to determined w from w via (2.23).
Local Vorticity Boundary Conditions
The subject of the vorticity boundary condition in the context of finite difference schemes has a long history, going back at least to the 1930s when Thom's formula was derived [17] . Physically the vorticity boundary condition enforces the no-slip boundary condition for the velocity, which in turn determines the structure of the viscous boundary layer. Thus, it is essential that the boundary layer is resolved for it eventually separates and the vortical structures generated from the separation drastically influence the overall flow.
Local vorticity boundary conditions are derived from discretizations of the the kinematic relation w=Dk at the boundary, requiring numerical values of k at ''ghost'' points outside of the computational domain, which are derived from discretizations of "k "n =0. It is in this way that the boundary condition for vorticity enforces the no-slip boundary condition for the velocity. A detailed discussion of the derivation and use of local vorticity boundary conditions can be found in [5] .
On the boundary section C x , where j=0, Briley's formula reads
(2.26)
The corresponding ''ghost'' point values for stream function are given by
(2.28)
One-sided approximation and high order Taylor expansion for stream function around the boundary was used in the derivation of these local formulae. Briley's formula was initially proposed in [2] and its use in the EC4 scheme was analyzed in [5, 21] .
A new fourth order formula for the vorticity on the boundary, which was proposed in [22] , gives
29)
along with the corresponding one-sided approximation for stream function at ''ghost'' points
It was shown in [21, 22] that the above one-sided vorticity boundary condition preserves stability and is consistent with the centered difference applied at interior points. Both formulae give us fourth order accuracy for 2-D Navier-Stokes equations. For computational convenience, we suggest using Briley's formula along with (2.27), (2.28) in the calculation.
Motivation for Using Different Solvers for the Momentum and Temperature Equations
Let us review our scheme for the Boussinesq equations. Due to the singular behavior of vorticity near the boundary at high Reynolds numbers a compact approach is necessary for the momentum equation in order to achieve fourth order accuracy while at the same time avoiding possible stability issues arising from the use of long-stencil approximations near the boundary. The price paid is the introduction of an auxiliary vorticity variable. However, it only requires updating in time at the interior grid points. Accordingly, the stream function can be solved by the Poisson-like equation (2.20) using Dirichlet boundary condition. Then given the stream function we can calculate the vorticity on the boundary by a local formula, either (2.26) or (2.29), which enforces the no-slip boundary condition. Consequently, the vorticity field is obtained by solving the linear system (2.23), which is also a Poisson-like equation. The velocity field is determined by the long-stencil formula (2.25). Finally, we update the auxiliary vorticity at the next time stage, using finite differencing in (2.24) .
In contrast, a compact approach is not indicated for the computation of the temperature transport equation. Alternatively, long-stencil centered fourth-order approximation of the spatial derivatives can be used due the fact that temperature variable, a passive scalar, is much smoother than the vorticity variable in the boundary layer. The well-defined boundary condition for temperature, either (1.2) or (1.3), along with the technique of using information from the original PDE on the boundary, helps us to formulate a stable one-sided approximation. This approach does not require any linear system solvers, unlike the two Poisson solvers for the momentum equation. Therefore, it simplifies the computation without any loss of accuracy in the temperature.
Physically, the vorticity profile near the boundary for large Reynolds number flow is generally structurally complicated, with a thickness of d=O(1/`Re) and amplitude O(`Re) in vorticity, by formal asymptotic expansion, with possibly a non-monotone profile. In contrast, the magnitude of the temperature near the boundary is O(1). Thus, the primary numerical challenge lies in capturing the detailed structures of the vorticity in the boundary layer. The vorticity boundary condition and the one-sided extrapolation for the temperature in our scheme, both of which are local formulae near the boundary, result in a methodology capable of resolving such complex flows. Moreover, the stability and accuracy of the formulae make them very robust in practical calculations, especially at high Reynolds numbers.
Time Discretization
The classical fourth order Runge-Kutta method is used for the time discretization of both the momentum equation and the temperature equation. The multi-stage explicit time stepping procedure makes the fourth order spatial discretization very easy to implement.
The convection, diffusion terms and the gravity term appearing in the Boussinesq equations, together with the fourth order spatial discretizations discussed above, are updated explicitly. Such explicit treatment avoids any stability concern caused by the cell-Reynolds number constraint if a high order Runge-Kutta method, such as classical RK3 or RK4, is applied. This observation was first made in [4] and its extension to EC4 scheme was documented in [5] . For the sake of fourth order accuracy, RK4 is used in our method to update both the momentum and temperature equations. The multi-stage explicit scheme circumvents the long-standing difficulty of the coupling among the momentum equation, kinematic equation, and the vorticity boundary condition.
Only two standard Poisson-like equations, in Steps 3 and 6 described later, are required to be solved at each Runge-Kutta time stage, for which fast FFT-based methods are used. Our numerical experiments show that approximately 90 percent of the CPU is spent in the two Poisson solvers. That makes the method extremely efficient.
For simplicity we only present the forward Euler time-discretization. The extension to Runge-Kutta method is straightforward.
(2.32) Time-Stepping. Given the vorticity w n and the temperature h n at time t n , we compute all the profiles at the time step t n+1 via the following steps.
Step
(2.33)
Step 2. Obtain h n+1 i, j using h n+1 − h n Dt +u n D 2 Step 4. If the Dirichlet boundary condition is imposed for the temperature, calculate ''ghost'' point value h i, −1 by the formula (2.7) or (2.9); if the Neumann boundary condition is imposed for the temperature, use (2.14), (2.15) to calculate h at ''ghost'' points.
Step 5. Since k n+1 (including the ''ghost'' point value) has been computed in Step 3, we are able to obtain the boundary value for w n+1 by either Briley's formula (2.26) or the new fourth order formula (2.29).
Step 6. Now we use the boundary values for w n+1 updated in Step 5 to solve for {w n+1 i, j } i \ 1, j \ 1 using
(2.35)
Step 7. Update the velocity u n+1 i, j ,v n+1 i, j using the fourth order difference scheme where h=min{Dx, Dy}, and a=max{n, o}. See [5, 21] for a further discussion of issues concerning the choice of the time stepping scheme and stability conditions.
ACCURACY CHECK USING THE LORENZ SYSTEM
We consider a well-known model dealing with Rayleigh-Bénard convection, which was proposed by Lorenz (1963) . He expanded the equations describing two-dimensional nonlinear convection on a uniformly heated plane with stress-free boundaries in a double Fourier series. The resulting system of equations was then truncated radically, so that only three ODEs remained. These are the so-called Lorenz system
in which X is proportional to the amplitude of the convection motions, Y is proportional to the temperature difference between the ascending and descending motions (i.e., the horizontal temperature difference across a roll), and Z is proportional to the deviation of the vertical temperature profile from the linear profile. The parameter s stands for Prandtl number; while r is the ratio of the Rayleigh number to the critical Rayleigh number, i.e., r= Ra R c , and b is a parameter related to the wavenumber which will be shown later. Now we fit the Lorenz system to the Boussinesq equations. A singlemode stream function can be chosen as k e (x, t)=P(t) sin(kx) sin(y), (3.2) and the temperature can be chosen as where k is the wavenumber. It shall be noted that two different modes were used in the temperature profile. The interaction between these two modes reveal a rich nonlinear dynamics phenomenon. The term p −y in the temperature stands for the linear profile. Accordingly, the corresponding velocity u e =(−" y k e , " x k e ) and the vorticity w e =Dk e are computed to be u e (x, t)=−P(t) sin(kx) cos(y), v e (x, t)=k P(t) cos(kx) sin(y), w e (x, t)=l k P(t) sin(kx) sin(y), (3.4) where l k =−(k 2 +1). Plugging (3.2)-(3.4) into the momentum equation,
5)
we obtain the following nonlinear ODE:
However, these profiles do not satisfy the temperature transport equation exactly. In the original derivation of the Lorenz equation, the high order production term was truncated, which leads to the Lorenz system (3.1). This can be reformulated by adding a force term, which represents the truncated term, to the heat transport equation, so that the profiles satisfy " t h e +u e · Nh e =oDh e +f,
where f=2PB cos(kx) sin(y)(cos(2y) − 1).
The combination of (3.7) and (3.8) result in the following ODEs:
(3.9)
We can see that (3.6), (3.9) form a closed system of ODEs for the parameters P(t), A(t), B(t). The equivalence between them and the parameters X, Y, Z appearing in the Lorenz system (3.1) can be derived by the following scaling transformations: denoting X=aP, Y=bA, Z=cB, t=− T ol k and substituting into (3.1), we get from which it can be seen that s is the Prandtl number, b is one parameter related to the wavenumber, and r is the ratio of the Rayleigh number to the critical Rayleigh number.
Accuracy Check
We use our fourth order method proposed in Sec. 2 to solve the Boussinesq flow with force term (3.5), (3.7), (3.8) . The initial data are taken as the profiles (3.2)-(3.4) when t=0, and A(0), B(0), C(0) are chosen to be 1. The vorticity boundary condition is taken to be the new fourth order formula (2.29). The application of Briley's formula (2.26) leads to a similar accuracy result. Both the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary condition for the temperature can be imposed in this example. In the case of the Dirichlet boundary condition, the fifth order formula (2.9) is used as our extrapolation for the temperature near the boundary, while the fourth order formula (2.7) leads to almost the same result in our computation. In the case of the Neumann boundary condition, the two formulae (2.14) and (2.15) are used as our extrapolation for the temperature near the boundary, while the force term has to be added and the slip velocity on the boundary, which can be seen from (3.4), will be taken into consideration when we derive " 3 y h on C x . We choose the wave number k=1. The final time is taken to be t=2.0. The other physical parameters are chosen as: Ri=1, n=o=0.001. Accordingly, r=1.25 × 10 5 , s=1 and b=2. The computational domain is chosen as [0, p] 2 with uniform spatial grids Dx=Dy=h, and the time step
The exact solutions of stream function and temperature are given by (3.2), (3.3), where the coefficients P(t), A(t) and B(t) are computed by the fourth order Runge-Kutta method applied to the system (3.6), (3.9) .
The computations are performed on a sequence of grids: 32 2 , 64 2 , 128 2 , 256 2 . The absolute errors of the stream function, vorticity and temperature are listed in Tables I and II , with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions for the temperature imposed, respectively. We see that the temperature and the stream function achieve fourth order accuracy in L 1 , L 2 and L . norms. The vorticity achieves almost fourth order accuracy in L 1 , L 2 norms and a little less than fourth order accuracy in L . norms.
COMPUTATIONAL EXAMPLES

Marsigli Flow
To illustrate the performance of the fourth order method, we compute an example of the Marsigli flow which has been known since the 17th century.
This example can be found in the work of Marsigli (1681). The detailed story is described in Gill's book ''Atmosphere-Ocean Dynamics'' [7] : It seems that when Marsigli went to Constantinople in 1679 he was told about a well-known undercurrent in the Bosphorous: ''... for the fisherman of the towns on the Bosphorous say that the whole stream does not flow in the direction of Byzantium, but while the upper current which we can see plainly does flow in this direction, the deep water of the abyss, as it is called, moves in a direction exactly opposite to that of the upper current and so flows continuously against the current which is seen.'' That is, the undercurrent water flows toward the Black Sea from the Mediterranean. Marsigli reasoned that the effect was due to density differences: water from the Black Sea is lighter than water from the Mediterranean. The lower density of the Black Sea can be attributed to lower salinity resulting from river runoff. He then performed a laboratory experiment: A container is initially divided in two by a partition. The left side contained water taken from the undercurrent in the Bosphorous, while the right side contained dyed water having the density of surface water in the Black Sea. The experiment was to put two holes in the partition to observe the resulting flow. The flow through the lower hole was in the direction of the undercurrent in the Bosphorous, while the flow through the upper hole was in the direction of the surface flow.
We simulated the above physical process in a simple setup: Boussinesq flow with two initially piecewise constant temperatures in an insulated box W=[0, 8] × [0, 1]. The partition was located at x=4. The temperature was chosen to be 1.5 at the left half, which indicated the lower density, 1 at the right half, which indicated the higher density. (By Boussinesq assumption, the density difference can be converted into temperature difference with the reverse ratio.) The whole flow was at rest at t=0. A no-slip boundary condition was imposed for the velocity and adiabatic boundary condition was imposed for the temperature. The computational method was based on the fourth order scheme discussed above, coupled with fourth order Runge-Kutta time stepping, as described in Sec. 2.5. Briley's formula (2.26) was used as the boundary condition for the vorticity. The adiabatic boundary condition imposed for the temperature indicated the use of (2.16), (2.17) to evaluate the temperature at ''ghost'' points. In our computation, the Reynolds number was chosen to be Re=5000, the Prandtl number was chosen to be 1, and the Richardson number Ri, which corresponds to the gravity effect, was chosen to be 4. We repeated the computations using two resolutions: 2049 × 257, 4097 × 513. Figures 1 and 2 show the computation results on the resolution of 2049 × 257 of temperature and vorticity at a sequence of times: t 1 =2, t 2 =4, t 3 =6, t 4 =8, respectively. To save space we only plot the vorticity on the left-half domain [0, 4] × [0, 1]. The vorticity on the righthalf domain [4, 8] × [0, 1] is axis-symmetric to that of the left-half domain. Once the partition is removed, the flow is driven by the gravity force. The results indicate clearly the appearance of an upper current , at a sequence of times: t 1 =2, t 2 =4, t 3 =6, t 4 =8. Initially, the two flows are partitioned at x=4. Other physical parameters: Re=5000, Pr=1, Ri=4. The computation is based on the fourth order method with 2049 × 257 resolution. flow, which moves from the left side to the right side, and an undercurrent flow, which moves in the opposite direction. It coincides with the phenomenon observed by Marsigli. Consequently, a sharp interface is formed between the two currents. In other words, two currents with different moving directions are separated by an interface. A strong shear flow and vortex sheet form along the interface. This vortex sheet exhibits the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. As a result, at t 1 =2, two symmetric vortices and the rolling up structures are formed. As the time goes on, more and more rolling-up structures are generated and swell. To see the details, we plotted the temperature and vorticity in a zooming region of [2.5, 3 .5] × [0, 1] at t 3 =6, on the resolution of 4097 × 513, in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively. Fig. 1 . Forty equally spaced contours from − 21 to 31 are used. We omit the vorticity plots on the right half domain [4, 8] × [0, 1] , which is axis-symmetric to the left half domain.
The numerical simulation for this type of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is quite challenging. To verify the accuracy of our method, we compared the temperature and the vorticity at time t=6 on a y= 1 2 cut between two resolutions: 2049 × 257, 4097 × 513 in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. It is evident that even though there are many vortical structures and sharp transitional areas for temperature and vorticity profiles, the results using two resolutions match perfectly well. The detailed structures of both kinematic and thermal boundary layers are clearly shown in the plots as well.
Differentially Heated Cavity: A Benchmark Problem
In this section we present benchmark quality simulations for a differentially-heated cavity problem as further evidence of the accuracy and efficiency of our method. The computation of this flow was the focus of a special session at the first MIT conference on Computational Fluid and Solid Mechanics in June 2001. Submissions to the session included simulations computed using finite difference, finite element, finite volume, and spectral methods. A detailed description of the problem setup, as well as a summary of the overall results can be found at [3] . Additionally, an upcoming special issue of the International Journal for Numerical Methods in Fluids will be devoted to the results of the session [12] . The setup of the problem is a buoyancy driven flow enclosed in a differentially-heated tall rectangular cavity of height H and width W, and aspect ratio 8=H/W. The flow is driven by an imposed constant temperature difference along the two vertical walls. This in turn defines the nondimensional temperature in terms of the wall temperature difference and a reference temperature as The accuracy of each submission was determined by comparing submitted results with a benchmark simulation computed using a spectral method [20] . In Table III is shown the five points (dimensional) in the flow domain at which the time history of the physical data was collected. In our discretization these points did not correspond to grid points, thus our measurements of the flow variables at the data points were obtained using cubic interpolation. The derivatives required in the interpolation procedure were approximated by fourth order finite differences. Time history of the following data was collected: the velocity u, vorticity w, stream function k, temperature h, pressure p, and the skewness e ij and DP ij defined by, respectively,
The subscripts denote the data point number. Additionally, wall and global measurements were also collected and tabulated. The wall metric consisted of the Nusselt number, computed along each vertical wall via
where H=8 and W=1. Finally, two global metrics were collected in the form of the square-root of the kinetic energy and the entropy,
where A=8, the area of the enclosure. The period of each measurement was computed by finding the zero crossings of mean adjusted data taken over 10 periods starting at approximately T=950. Simpson's rule was used to approximate all integrals, and the derivative in the evaluation of Nu was approximated to fourth order via finite differences. The stencil, e.g., along x=0, included the points {h i, j : i=−1,..., 4} with the h −1, j ghost point defined as discussed in Sec. 2.2.1.
Our numerical scheme is based on the (w, k) formulation, thus for the pressure measurements we solve the derived pressure Poisson equation
using a second order finite difference scheme for non-staggered grids based on local pressure boundary conditions. The scheme was proposed in [13] , and here we briefly explain the key aspect of the method. Note that (4.1) follows by taking the divergence of the momentum equation in (1.1) and using N · u=0 to simplify the result. One can then view (4.1) as a replacement for the incompressibility condition, but with the additional requirement that
A natural boundary condition for (4.1) is
a Neumann boundary condition derived by dotting the momentum equation in (1.1) with the unit normal n at the boundary. Here [ is the unit vector in the y direction. The difficulty numerically in applying (4.3) is that it requires an approximation of the Laplacian at the boundary. Specifically, the stencil of the second order centered approximation of g along the boundary C requires an undefined ''ghost point'' lying outside of the computational domain. We remedy the situation as follows: Consider the horizontal boundary segment C x along y=0. A second order centered approximation of (n g u)·n at the (i, 0) grid point is given by
where we have used u| C =0, which requires the value v i, −1 . Discretizing the boundary condition N · u=0 in (4.2) as
The result is the following approximation for the Neumann boundary condition (4.3):
"p "y :
We note the similarly in philosophy between the derivation of local pressure boundary conditions and local vorticity boundary conditions. With the discrete Neumann boundary condition a second order centered discretization of (4.1) is efficiently solved using FFT methods, resulting in a globally second order accurate solution; see [13] . Two grid resolutions (N x +1) × (N y +1), equally-spaced in each coordinate direction, were computed: 97 × 769, and 129 × 1025. In each case Dx=Dy. The simulations were run until a final non-dimensional time of T=1000. A fixed Dt was used for each simulation as determined by (2.37) with CFL=0.75 and ||u|| . =1.0. The CFL number was chosen to be less than 1 in order to avoid instability due to the time step during the initial transient where the velocity exceeds ||u|| . =1.0.
In Tables IV and V are shown tabulated results at the two grid resolutions. Point metrics without subscripts are for the data point 1, (x, y)= (0.181, 7.370). This data was used for comparison of submissions to the special session. Overall the results at the two resolutions are in good agreement. The largest discrepancies are seen in the DP pressure measurements. This is attributable to the fact that the pressure is only recovered to second order accuracy. However, we emphasize that the pressure computation does not affect the overall accuracy of the numerical scheme since it is performed only to collect the pressure point data. Note that in each computation the skewness e 12 was identically zero, indicating that the skew-symmetry of the physical flow is captured in our simulation. This feature is evident in the Fig. 7 , a contour plot of the temperature at T=1000 for the 129 × 1025 grid. In Fig. 8 is shown a time history of the temperature h 1 at (x, y)=(0.181, 7.370) for the 129 × 1025 grid. Note the initial transient, which settles into a time-periodic behavior as evidenced in the zoom plot.
Submissions were also judge on their computational efficiency. The computations presented here were carried out on a single processor DEC Alpha 500au Personal Workstation with 1028 MB of memory and a 2MB cache. The CPU is an Alpha 21164 500 MHz chip with a SPECfp95 rating of 19.5 (18.0 base). All computations were performed in double precision (64 bits) and the Fortran code was compiled using the -fast optimization option. Performance data and timings for each grid based on a final simulation time of T=1,000 are shown in Table VII . The results of our simulation on the 97 × 769 grid was submitted to the special session at the first MIT conference on Computational Fluid and Solid Mechanics. As noted above, the methodology used to compute the reference benchmark was a spectral code [20, 3, 16] with 48 × 180 modes. In Table VI is shown flow measurements from the reference benchmark, with the period of each reported as 3.41150 [20] . Information concerning all submissions including the reference benchmark simulation, in particular timings and memory usage, can be found at [20, 3] . Additionally, all results will appear in an upcoming special issue of the International Journal for Numerical Methods in Fluids.
The reference benchmark results were used to rank the session submissions. In all there were fifteen basic metrics, with six composite metrics used for the overall rankings. Our simulation with the 97 × 769 grid received five first place rankings and one second place ranking among the fifteen basic metrics. Moreover, our results received three first place rankings and one second place ranking of the six composite metrics. In particular, with respect to numerical accuracy and efficiency our method performed extremely well.
Finally, recall that our simulations were performed using a fixed Dt. This was done in order to collect flow data at a precise fixed time interval. This allowed FFT techniques to be used to compute the metrics. These results are presented in the conference proceedings [11] . The results presented here compute the metrics by determining the zero crossings of mean adjusted data as describe above, which we found to be more accurate. Thus, a fixed Dt is not necessary and in fact adds significantly to the total computational time. This was determined by performing a simulation and allowing for a variable time step with the 97 × 769 grid and CFL=1.0. Allowing for a variable time step by monitoring ||u|| . during the run to determine Dt resulted in a one-third reduction in the total runtime.
